
_______________________ 
 
In a vignette accompanying Chapter 125 of The Book of the Dead,  in the 19th 
Dynasty papyrus of Hunefer, a short inscription above the two goddesses Isis 

and Nephthys (below on the left) reads  ink snt =k Ast Nbt-Hwt 
 

                             
                                  Papyrus of Hunefer                                                      The goddesses Isis and Nephthys  

R.O.Faulkner, “The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead”, p.35         R.O.Faulkner, “The Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead”, p.122 

 
Meaning “I am thy sister Isis-Nephthys”. The first person singular 

pronoun  ỉnk is used instead of the first person plural ỉnn, and although 

the latter has been noted only in very late texts, the singular form of the noun 

snt, sister, is also used instead of the dual snty, two sisters.  

 

Quite often the two female figures are portrayed in the Hall of Judgment as if 
they were Siamese twins (above left. On the right they appear as separate 
units although the setting is again the Hall of judgment). 
 
In chapter 80, of the Book of the Dead again, from the papyrus of Ani (plate 28, line 

2) we read: 
 
The uniting is of the two women who are in my body. 
 

                                
         smAt                    rHty                     imy             Xt         =i 
 the uniting    of the two divine women   who are in      body    mine     

 



The entry for the term  rHty , in the Wörterbuch, the main 

dictionary of the hieroglyphic, reads as follows: 
 
 

 

 
 
 
die beiden Frauen d.h. Isis und Nephthys 
the two women i.e. Isis and Nephthys    

The determinative signs can be either the ideograms for two women  or 

the two cobras , symbols of female divinity 
In the Hall of Judgment the figures of the two goddesses were always present 
but, according to Egyptologists, no convincing explanation could be found for 
their presence there. From the above passage, as well as from the passages 
to follow, the reader will realize that the two goddesses symbolize the dual 
nature of man: god because of the father, man because of the mother. 
 
While the sisters Isis-Nephthys were regarded as a unit, the oldest Egyptian 
female deity, the grandmother of the two sisters, Tefnut, was regarded dual. 

                                                       Atum  ♂ 

                                                       /          \       

                                             ♂ Shu     Tefnut ♀ 

                                                      /                   \       

                                             ♂ Geb                 Nut ♀ 

                                                 /    /                        \   \       

                                 ♂ Osiris, Seth        Isis, Nephthys ♀ 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance  254 § 288 
 
Translated by James Allen 

The jubilation uraeus, Tefnut of Unis, who supports Shu, is on her staff, 
widening his place in Busiris, in Mendes, in Djedut; erecting dual 
standards at the fore of the great ones;... 
 
Translated by Raymond Faulkner 

The Serpent of praise on her sceptre is my Tefenet whom Shu supports,  
she makes spacious my place in Busiris, in Mendes, and in Djedut, she 
set up my two standards in front of the Great ones;... 
 
 
 
 
 



Word for word translation 
 

                               
         Hknwtt                tp          Dam          =s              tfnt 
       praise                 on      sceptre       her         Tefnut 
   as a goddess 
 

Praise is on the sceptre of Tefnut 

Tefnut praises the Pharaoh Teti. 
 

                                                                             
       tti            pn                   twAt                              Sw       
   of Teti       this        carrying/bearing                   Shu 
 

Teti’s Tefnut, she who also carries with her Shu, her brother. 
 

It is the dual Tefnut that praises Teti. She who in herself carries her divine 
brother Shu 
 
As you may have noticed, to the phonetic symbols comprising the name of 

Tefnut, tfnt  (  = t, = f, = n) there have been attached 

two ideograms/symbols of the god as determinative signs 

 while only one is attached to the name of Shu, . 
 

 The double determinative sign signifies dual number (there are three 
numbers in Egyptian, singular, dual and plural). Tefnut is considered dual for 
carrying into her self the divine identity of her brother, she, like Nephthys, 
being the human part of the duality. 
 

                                                            
    ssxw            =sn         st         n        tti          pn        m          
make wide    they      place    of      Teti        this     in 
 

Tefnut widens, makes spacious, Pharaoh’s place in the towns of 

Busiris, Mendes and some divine residence (a Chappel) 
 

Note that the third person plural pronoun , they, is used instead of the 

third person singular pronoun , she.   
 
 



                                
     Ddw              m                  Ddbt           m              Ddwt 
Busiris (town)   in        Djedut (Chapel)   in          Mendes (town) 
 
 
 

                                     
      saHa            =sn                    iAt                  tti              pn 
    erect           they      the two standards  of Teti         this 
 
they (Tefnut) erect the standards of this here Teti  
 

        
  m         xnt                       wrw 
     in front             of the great ones 

The term great ones has three determinative signs  attached 
which denote plural number.  
The standards of the Pharaoh placed in front of the Great ones the (judges) 

are empty  as they, the Great ones, will decide the god’s symbol to be 

put on them. The little sign , at the end of the standard means that 
whatever the verdict, the Pharaoh has already attained the status of a Ba, that 
he is as pure as a Ba (a Ba can even be one at the head of the gods).  
 
Out of 40 times that the name of Tefnut occurs in the Pyramid Texts it is 
written as... 

, 12 times (  = t, = f, = n) 
 

 , 18 times (  = nw [nu]) 

 

, 6 times 

3 times occurs with the ending for the Dual number, , the two diagonal 

strokes which in the Pyramid Texts were used only as determinative of 

duality. 

  ,    ,    ,  in the Pyramid of Pepi I  



And 1 time , as above. 
 
The meaning of the name is not exactly known, but known is that it has a 

male counter part, tfn , the meaning of which is known (the relevant 

passage appears below). 
 

 

 
 

Horus is sometimes depicted as having two heads. 

                                                             
 Tom Hare, “ReMembering Osiris”,  pg.19         W. Budge Budge, “The Egyptian Heaven and Hell” . Vol.II,pg.247 

One head is that of the Seth animal (the symbol of Seth, an adversary of 
the gods, the consort of Nephthys) and the other one is that of the Horus 

hawk , the emblem of Horus (the symbol for god). 
 
In Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead occurs the following passage: 

 

He is Horus, he has two heads, one having Maat (divine 
purity), the other having defects (defects of the body that 

prevent divine purity); 
He gives defects to the one who created defects and Maat 
to the one coming bearing Maat. 

 
Word for word translation 

 

                                       
     Hr           pw            wnn =f         m             tpyw        
Horus        it is        exists  he       as       two-headed one 
 
 
 

 

                                                   
  wnn        wa        Xr             mAat             ky            Xr           isft 
   is         one   bearing  purity (Maat) the other  bearing    defect(s)   



                                        
    dd     =f                 isft               n               ir                  sy 
gives  he        defect(s)         to     one creating     it  
 

 

                                                     
     mAat                n             Smsy               Xr           s 
purity (Maat)       to         one coming    bearing      it 
 

                                                    (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani,  Ch.17, plate 10, line 28) 

 

s, , is a third person, feminine, singular personal pronoun and corresponds to the 

feminine noun mAat, Maat. As it appears written above, , with the ideogram for the 

man  attached, means man. It is an obvious mistake as the passage is not an easy one to 
understand, even by the ancient scribe. 
Faulkner’s translation reads: he gives wrong (defects) to whoever does it and right 

(Maat) to whoever comes with it.   

 
Maat is the image, the appearance of the gods. The image in which the gods 

created man. isft is the absence of Maat the defects. 

 

Isis, as a pure goddess, is endowed with Purity. 

Nephthys, the sister of Seth, carries the Defects. 

Shu, as a pure god, is endowed with Purity. 

Tefnut, the primordial mother, also carries the Defects. 

 
The combination Isis-Nephthys, Tefnut-Shu, Purity-Defects is inherent in the 
man due to his father been a god and his mother a non-god. The existence of 
this duality makes judging the man necessary so that the gods may decide 
which of the two elements is the dominant one. 
 

 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 508 §1118-19, Pyramid of Pepi I, Meryre (2332 – 2283 BCE) 

James Allen translating: 
 

He has come to those two mothers of his, the vultures with long hair 
and pendant breasts who are atop Stork-Mountain. They will transport 

their breast to the mouth of this Pepi and not wean him forever.  

 
Word for word translation 

                                            
     iw        n =f         xr           mwt              =f 
 comes       he      near    two mothers     his 



                     
    iptwt               nrt                      Aw.ti                  Sn 
   these         two vultures             long             of hair 
 
 

                                                 
      dHdH.ti              mnD              tp.ti          xAst                  sHsH 
   pendulous       of breasts    being atop   the hilly    called Shsh   
                                                                  country     

    
 

                             
         DAi              =sn             mnD                =sn 
        bring          they           breast            theirs 

 
 

                                                      
    tp             r   n                    mryra  
upon       the mouth of    Pharaoh Meryre 

 
 
 

                                          
    n           Hm          wDH           is         n  sw          Dt 
  not     assuredly    wean     indeed      him         ever 
 

The relationship between the term for the “mother”, mwt, and the ideogram of 

the vulture  is most probably purely phonetic as shown in the following 
extract from James Allen’s Grammar: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The sentence these two vultures long of hair pendulous of breasts 
cannot be translated as these two mothers long of hair pendulous        

of breasts because the phonetic complement of  is in this case  nrt, the 

name of the bird, and not mwt, the term for the mother. 
It could very well be a mistake by the scribe or the redactor of the text but in a 
context where the Mother is discussed, “vulture” means Mother so much for 
the author of the passage as for the scribe copying the text. The same holds 
for the term “Cow” or “Wild Cow” which is also used as an epithet for the 
mother. 

 
The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 412 §729 
James Allen translating: 
 

Your mother is the great wild cow in the midst of Nekheb, with 
white headcloth, wide plumage, and dangling breasts. She will 

suckle you and not wean you. 
 
Word for word translation 

 

                                                                                        

    mwt =k              smAnt             wrt           Hr      ibt                  nxb 
mother yours   the wild cow   the great   in  the midst of Necheb 
   
 
 

                                                

   HDt                  afnt                         Aw.ti        Swt    
white          of head cloth                long         of feathers 
 
 
 

               

              nxAxAt                   mnD 

          pendulous            of breasts 

 
The same holds when Nut, the great goddess of heaven, is the mother. 
 

Pepi I Pyramid, Utterance 495 (PT 548, §1344) 
 

The eastern door of the sky, the one of Fixed of Kas, has been 
opened to him and Nut shall give her arms toward him. She of 
long horn and dangling breast will suckle this Meryre and not 

wean him. 
 
  
 
 
 
 



Word for word translation 
 

                                                                                        

  rdi        nwt       wrt         ay        =s       r =f           
 gives     Nut     great   hands   hers   to him   
 
 

                                      

 Awi             ab                nxAxAt                 mnD 
long       of horn       pendulous           of breast   
 
 

As a vulture the mother, in addition to being long of breasts, is said to be...  
 

       
Long of hair 
 

 
As wild Cow she is said to be... 

     
Long of feathers 
 

 
and as Nut, the Great Goddess, she is said to be...  
 

 
Long of horn 

 

The horn is a phallic symbol meaning god impregnator or, in other 
words, god of proven purity (Horus, having been accused as being non pure, 
had his purity restored through the procedure of judgment), a guaranteed pure 

god is given permission to procreate and is thus called a Bull. The mother, 

as the sexual partner of the Bull is called Cow. 
A goddess long of horn is a goddess of fine purity. 

The feather in question  is the feather symbol of Maat, mAat 
meaning divine purity, which in its turn means purity of the body, 
whatever that purity of the body might have been (pale skin, for example, or 
blond hair and blue eyes. Athena, the well-known goddess of the ancient 
Greeks, was called glaukopis for she was supposed to have bluish-green 
eyes). 
In the epics of Homer what is praised of the gods is their beauty not their 
behavior. 
 
The great god Ra was also born by a cow: 

 



I saw Re being born yesterday from the buttocks of the Celestial 
Cow.                                                                                             (The Coffin Texts, Spell 335 §232) 

 

The same passage occurs in the Book of the Dead. It is worth noting the 

determinative signs for the words born, , and buttocks . 
 
 

                                  
       mAA         n =i            ra               msi              m     sf    
         saw         I             Ra          being born     yesterday 
 

 

 

                         
   r                  xpdt                n              mH.t  wrt 
from         the buttocks         of        the sacred cow 
                                                                    (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 17, plate 9, line 75) 

  
The name of the sacred cow, mH.t wrt (literally meaning  The Great Flood) 

was known to the ancient Greeks as “Μεθυερ” to be a name of Isis. 
Whatever the meaning of the words composing the name, once they are 

followed by the ideogram of a cow , the term is the name of a cow

 
 

 
 

Ugaritic Text “The Birth of the Gracious and Beautiful Gods” COS 1.87. 
The Second Birth Narrative (lines 59-60) 

 

He bends down, kisses their lips, 
their lips are sweet. 
When he kisses, there is conception, 
[when] he embraces, there is pregnancy. 
He sits down, he counts, 
to five for the [bulge to appear], 

[to t]en, the completed double.60 
The two (women) squat and give birth, 
they give birth to the gracious [gods], 

who delimit the day, sons of a (single) day, 
who suck the nipples of the breasts. 
Word is brought to 3Ilu: 
"The two wives of DIlu have given birth." 
 



The translator, Dennis Pardee, comments as follows: 
 
The text recounting the birth of the double deity Sahru-wa-Salimu, "Dawn and 
Dusk," constitutes one of the most important of the texts discovered during the 
early years of excavations at Ras Shamra (Northern Syria, ancient Phoenician 
city of Ugarit). 
[...]  
There are two indications as to why the birth of Sahru-wa-Salimu may be 
thought to have occupied a particular position in Ugaritic thought. The first is 
visible in the mythological narrative of this text, viz., that the mothers of 
these deities are not described with terms characteristic of divinity, 
indeed are termed simply ^attm, "two women." We seem to be dealing, 
therefore, with the motif of divine engenderment well known in classical 
literature, in this case the impregnation by the god 3Ilu of two human females, 
who each give birth to one of the deities who make up the pair Sahru-wa-
Salimu. 
 
 

 
 
 
The two mothers referred to in the Egyptian texts are, of course, Isis and her 
sister Nephthys: 
 

Pyramid of Pepi I, Utterance 288 (Coffin Texts, spell 66) 
 

Isis is the one who will suckle you, Nephthys the one who will 

give you her breast. [The two] ladies [of Dep] will let down [their hair] 
for you. [Your two mothers in Nekheb will come to you and transport 
their breast to] your [mouth]; they will lift you up and bring you to the 
fore. 
 

The way in which each of the two mothers contributed to the fashioning of the 
infant is described In Chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead (which is as old as 
the Coffin Texts, reaching back to 2000 BCE) 

 
The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 17, plate 10, line 135  
 

Isis was pregnant with him 

In Nephthys was engendered he  
They cut off what was amiss in him 

 

                                             

         iwr             .n =f         m           Ast 
    carried was           he          by             Isis 

    
 

The determinative sign of the  
verb iwr conceive, become 

 pregnant is the ideogram 
of a pregnant woman.  

 

 



                                                                    

         bnn                .n =f         m           nbt-Hwt      
     engendered was       he          in            Nephthys      

 
The god father inseminated the non-god mother but the fetus was then carried 
by a goddess mother and thus the child was born a god.  

 
The Pyramid Texts, Pyramid of Pepi I, Utterance 286 (No PT Number)  
 

Your sister Isis is the one who has found you on your mother’s 

thighs, and she shall suckle you and not wean [you]. 
 

These two mothers merge and become one:  
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utt. 271 §389, (Pyramid of Unas ca. 2350 BCE) 

 
Unas’ mother, the Great Wild Cow, merged with Unas’ mother 
the Wild Cow the woman. 

 
Word for word translation 

 

                                            
 Wnis        pi                     dmDy                  mwt          =f 
 Unas       it is       are brought together     mother     his                                                

 
 

             
           smAt                    wrt 
  the Wild Cow      the Great 

 
 

                                                     
           mwt         nt        Wnis                   smAt                Hmt 
(with) mother      of       Unas       the Wild Cow     the woman 

          
 

A gloss by Faulkner on the phrase smAt Hmt reads as follows: 
 
smAt Hmt, literally and rather tautologically means “female Wild Cow”, 

not “Wildkuh und Frau” as Sethe. 
 

The determinative sign of 
the verb bnn, become 

erect, is the ideogram of 
a phallus.  

 

 

The Wild Cow the Great is the  

goddess mother who also gave 

birth to the great god Ra  



The German Egyptologist Kurt Heinrich Sethe translated “Wild Cow and 

Woman” which is correct (particle “and” does not exist in hieroglyphic), 

although “Wild Cow the woman” is obviously the proper rendering. 
 

The Egyptologists forget that their own god’s mother was a common woman!! 
 

 

 
 

 

Another way of justifying, understanding, explaining, the transformation of a 
human child into a “son of god” was by using a foster-mother. The child is 
born by his natural non-god mother and is then adopted by the goddess 
mother who suckles and raises him. 
   
The Pyramid Texts, Utt. 451 §837, (Pyramid of Pepi I ca. 2300 BCE) 
 

Your mother has come to you: Nut, the Great Foster-Mother, has 

come to you, and she purifies you, Pepi, she merges with you, 

Pepi. 

Word for word translation 
 

                                                                              
    ii           n =k            mwt =k         ii           n =k          nwt          
 comes     to you      mother yours    comes      to you        Nut 

 

 
 

             
 Snmt (Xnmt)           wrt 
Foster-Mother        great 

 
 

                                        
   swab          =s           Tw               ppy     pw 
purifies        she          you               Pepi    this 

 
 

                                  
 Snm  (Xnm)          =s           Tw          ppy   pw 
unites herself     she   (with) you        Pepi  this     

 
 

The term Xnmt  is translated by the 

German dictionary as Wärterring, Amme, 
meaning keeper, wet nurse, foster-mother  
 

The verb Xnm  

is translated as vereinigen 
mit, sich vereinigen mit, 
meaning to unite, merge, 
bring together with, merge 
with one’s self. 
 



Please note that the goddess who, by merging with the king transformed him 
into a god, at the same time she purified him. She cleansed him of the original 
sin, that is, of having been born by a common woman. 
 
Verse 102 of the “Sumerian Lamentation to a Man’s God” reads: 

 
“Never has a sinless child been born to its mother”. 
 

The gospel writers had Jesus purified by baptism because at that time no man 

born of a woman could be recognized as a god without purification. 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance  211 §131-2 
 

My detestation is hunger, and I will never eat it. My detestation is thirst, 

and I will never drink it. It is indeed I who will give bread to those who 

exist, for my foster-mother is Iat and it is she who nourishes me, 

it is indeed she who bore me. 

Word for word translation 

 
 The above passage occurs in four Pyramids:  

                                                 

Pyramid of Unas 

Pyramid of Teti 

Pyramid of Merenre 

 Pyramid of Pepi II  

                                                                            
                     xnmtt             =f            py         iAt 
                  foster-mother         his             is          Iat 
 

 

                                                   

          xnmtt             pw        nt          tti            iAt 
     foster-mother           is          of          Teti            Iat 
 



                                        

       xnmtt                  pw       nt         mrnra       iAt 
     foster-mother           is           of        Merenre       Iat 
 
 

                                               

           xnmtt          pw        nt           nfrkAra         iAt 
     foster-mother        is           of          Neferkare       Iat 
 

The entry in the fundamental dictionary of the hieroglyphic, the Wörterbuch, 

for the term xnmtt,  foster-mother, is the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The determinative signs used are the ideograms  for... 
 

The woman:  ( ) 

The nurse with child: ,  ( ) and 

The loaf of bread: , , ( ) 
 
The foster-mother is, of course, another woman. She is the “milk mother”. 

 iAtt, Iatt, is the word for the milk.  
 

, milk 
 

Here follows the entry for iAt, the name of the foster-mother: 

 
 
 



The only determinative signs are the vulture , signifying mother and the 

feather of Maat  ,  ( ) signifying divine purity, but the latter 

refers to the milk (pure milk, divine milk). As regards the standard 

, which is used for supporting symbols of the gods, in this case 

is used as a triliteral sign because the standard itself  is called iAt.   
 

, standard, banner 

 
The legend, in the dictionary entry above, reads Name einer Göttin, Name 
of a goddess because the foster-mother is considered a goddess but a 
goddess is not an immaterial being; she suckles the child herself. 
 

She made Teti a Living (Living means patrician, god) 
 

                                             
   stt          iri         =s            anx                tti 
 she      made       she      Living (god)     Teti 
 
 

She gave Teti existence, she gave him birth. 

 
 

                                       
    stt            wnn.ti              ms.ti            tti                                   
  she       made exist      gave birth    to Teti  
 
In this way the foster-mother merges with the natural mother. 
 
The gods are also called foster-fathers! 
 

There is a text in the Aramaic language written in the Egyptian demotic script. 
The text is known as “The Aramaic Text in Demotic Script”. 
A priest of an Aramaic-speaking community in Upper Egypt dictated the liturgy 
of the New Year’s festival, possibly at the beginning of the third century BCE, 
to an Egyptian scribe trained in the fourth century BCE 
In the text appear names of gods so much of the Egyptian pantheon... 
 
May the Throne of Horus 
and Osiris from the Negeb 

bless you. (VII. 6) 
 
...the Sumerian one... 
 
... may he bless you 



... [b]less(,) Shamash  (IVA,21) 

 
...the Babylonian one... 
 

May Baal from Zephon bless you; 
Pidra[i]/ < i > from Raphia — 
she should bless you. 

May Bel from Babylon 
bless you;  (VII,2-3) 
 

go from the house of Bel, 

away from the house of Marduk. (XX,7) 

 

...the Hebrew one, of which Adonai occurs seven times, Yaho once... 
 
Horus-Yaho, our bull, is with us. (XI,17) 

 

...and El often: 
 
Blessed are you, Hadad; 
Had, with a blessing 

fit for El. 
Blessed are you, 
Baal of Heaven (XV,3) 
 

The foster-mother is also mentioned: 
 
Get up, 
watch over the orphan; 
over me, 

Foster-mother! (XIII,16) 

 
El, as foster-father: 
 

"To whom would you liken El, 
among foster-fathers 

of the orphan?" (XV,8) 

 
The chief gods of the community are referred to as mr "lord"  and mrh "lady." 
These epithets are rendered by the translator as Mar and Marah. 
In a hymn to Mar (IX. 17-20) a verse reads: 
 

Mar, my god — 
father of the orphan, champion of the widow. 
 

The mother of the orphan was called widow, meaning husbandless, most 
probably because the Mother-wombs, the natural mothers, never had any 
husbands.  The gods fathering their children were visiting them just to rape-
inseminate them.  
 



                                                
 

The entry for the sign in Gardiner’s Grammar is the following: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note the title Xrd n kAp “Child of the harîm”. 
Harems had most probably developed out of the “enclosures” where the 
women were kept, according to the texts. 
 
In the Epic of Gilgamesh, in Alexander Heidel’s translation, it is said that the 
mother of Gilgamesh was The wild cow of the enclosures (II, vi, 32) 
 

The Book of the Dead, papyrus of Ani, Ch.125, plate 30, line 16 
 

Was given to me myrrh of the women from the enclosure of 

the common people 
 

                        
  rdi    n =i     antyw         n       Hmt       m         Sni            n      rxyt 
given  to me     myrrh          of     the women  of     the enclosure    of  the plebs  

                                                           

 
In the Hittite “Song of Ullikummis” the mother of the divine child is a group of 
Good women also called  Mother Goddesses.  
Heimdall, the son of the great Norse god Odin, was born simultaneously by 
nine giantesses.  
                                    “Born was I of mothers nine, 

                              Son I am of sisters nine.” 
                                                                          (Sæmud’s Edda) 
 

Odin, his father, fell in love and slept with nine sisters.  
 

It looks like that a child born into the enclosure/harem had many mothers but 
not one of his own exclusively.  
The orphan, referred to in the passages from the Pyramid texts that follow, 
should be regarded as an orphan for having neither father nor mother. A child 

of the enclosure differs from the child of the harem in that the enclosure 
belonged to all of the gods and not to a particular prince or king as it 
happened with the harem. 
 
 



The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 535 §1285 (Pepi I Pyramid Utt. 14)  
Translated by James Allen 
 

Follow Her of a Thousand Bas, your one of the Cool Waters, whom you 
should desire, and your orphan will come to the fore as you come 

to the fore of the foremost, the orphans you have orphaned into 
orphans. 
 
The same translated by Raymond Faulkner 

 

The starry sky serves your celestial serpent whom you love; your 
orphan comes to the front, you are at the head of those who are  
foremost, orphans are orphaned for you. 

 
The first sentence in bold writting: your orphan will come to the fore as 

you come to the fore of the foremost is understandable because the 
orphan is obviously the son of a god, the son of someone who is at the 
fore of the foremost.  

 
Word for word translation 

 

                     
    xnt               nmH          =k              
foremost      orphan      yours           
 
 

                                   
     xnt                =k                         xnt Hrw 

foremost           you        at the fore of the divine ones 
 
 

The underlined sentence, however, makes no sense:  
 
Allen: the orphans you have orphaned into orphans. 
Faulkner: orphans are orphaned for you. 
 
It, therefore, deserves some study: 

 

                                        
       nmHw           nmH           n =k        nmHw 
            orphans                      

 
 
                                                                                                                                     Mark Vygus dictionary 

 

 



The nmHw, the orphans or helpless, inferior persons, upon becoming 

foremost they shed their inferiority, they lose their orphanhood. 
 
 

                                          
    nmHw           nmH              n =k             nmHw  
    orphans       deprived             you     of orphanhood           
                          delivered 

 
                                                                                                                                        Mark Vygus dictionary 

 
 

You relieved inferior persons of their inferiority. 

 
The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 260 §317 (Unas Pyramid Utt. 170)  
Translated by James Allen 

 

For judgment between orphan and orphaness has been made for 
Unis, the Dual Maat heard (the case), Shu was a witness, and the Dual 

Maat commanded that Geb’s thrones serve him, that he raise himself to 
what he wanted, that his limbs that were in secret be joined, that he 
unite those in Nu, and that he put an end to contention in Heliopolis. 
 
The same translated by Raymond Faulkner 

 
I the orphan have had judgment with the orphaness, the Two 

Truths have judged, though a witness was lacking. The Two Truths 
have commanded that the thrones of Geb shall revert to me, so that I 
may raise myself to what I have desired. My limbs which were in 
concealment are reunited, and I join those who are in the Abyss, I put a 
stop to the affair in On.  
  
Word for word translation 
 

                                                             
  iw           wDa n            wnis           tfn          Hna               tfnt 
  is     judgement of     Unas    the Tefen  along with     Tefnut 
 
We are back to Tefnut! 

The translators see tfnt  as the female part of tfn and not as the 

name of the goddess Tefnut. The reason is obviously their prejudice: a 
goddess should not be judged; although it is known that so much Horus as 
the Sumerian goddess Inanna had both undergone judgment. 
 
The above passage offers an opportunity to infer the meaning of Tefnut’s 

name. Since tfn  is a term naming a person of inferior quality who may, 

however, get rid of his inferiority if found pure at the judgment, it follows that 



tfn is called someone subject to judgment. Someone who may be found with 

defects, deemed an animal and killed. Such a person is Tefnut when of single 
identity, that is, without the extra identity of her god brother, Shu, she is a non 
goddess. 

The translators are right: tfnt  is the female part of tfn , but the 

same is used as the name of the goddess. 
Tefnut, as Seth and Nephtys, represent the creatures that the gods created 
but who are still into the pens, into the breeding grounds where they were 
born, and it is not known whether they are gods, men or beasts.  
 
 

 
 

Utterance 206, according to Pharaoh Teti’s Pyramid numbering, does not 
have a Pyramid Texts (PT) number and neither is the hieroglyphic text 
available from the site of the Library of the University of Chicago.     
The particular utterance, apart from the reference to the weaning of the child 
by the goddess mother (insinuating thus a possible rejection by the goddess) 

is interesting in that it reveals the first stage in the 
attempt of the theologians to convert the two 
mothers into the two Crowns of Egypt (the White  
Crown of Upper Egypt and the Red Crown of 
Lower Egypt).  

 
For your mother], Begetter of the White 

Crown of Nekhen, Defender of the White Crown and the 
headcloth in the midst of Nekheb, with [long] plumage and dangling 

[breasts, is the one who will carry you to] the sky and not put you 
down, [and she will transport] her breast to your mouth, will suckle 

you, and will [not wean] you. 
 
The above translation is by James Allen. The same utterance occurs as spell 
517 in the Coffin Texts and it is here quoted in the translation of Raymond 
Faulkner: 

 
So says your mother. Yours is the White Crown of Nechen ; yours is 
the white Crown and headcloth within Necheb. She who is long of 

plumes and prominent of breasts, she has lifted you  to the sky, she 
will not install you on earth, she will take her breast to your mouth, she 

will suckle you and will not wean you. 
 

In paragraphs 729, 1566 and 2003 of the Pyramid Texts the Mother is 

described as she with the headcloth and the pendulous breasts: 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 675, § 2003 

 
Ho King, you have no human father who gave you birth, you have no 
(human) mother who gave you birth; your mother is the Great Wild 



Cow who dwells in Nequeb, with white head-cloth, long hair, and 
dangling  breasts.  
 

Cited below are the phrases white head cloth, and dangling breasts as 
they occur in two pyramids: 
    

                                               

                                          
     sSpt                  afnt                        ngAgAt                      mnD 
    white            head-cover            dangling                    breasts   

   (bright)                                                                                                                                       (§1566) 

 

The term afnt, head-cover (an outline of that cover  is serving as 

determinative sign for the word afnt) derives from the verb afn which, 

according to the Wörterbuch, means: 

 
umhüllen = wrap (in mist, fog, etc), shroud. 
verhüllt sein = covered, disguised, masked, veiled, shrouded. 
besonders von den verbundenen Augen = especially because of 
blindfolded eyes. 
 

 
 
Age old depictions of the Mother show her with pendulous breasts and 
wearing a blindfolding hood. The following link is to a pdf file with detailed 
information about the Mother and her figurines during a period of 40,000 
years: 
 
http://dtango.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/great-mother-revised-2013.pdf 

 
 
 

http://dtango.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/great-mother-revised-2013.pdf


 
Pyramid of Pepi II, utterance 466 (No PT number either) 

 
The great Mooring-Post will call out to you; your two mothers, the two 

white crowns, will nurture you; your two mothers, the [two] white 
crowns, shall kiss you. 

  
The same passage occurs in Spell 516 of the Coffin Texts:  

 
May the great Mooring Post call to you, may your mother the White 

Crown (?) nurse you, may your two mothers kiss you. 
 
The question mark obviously betrays Faulkner’s bewilderment, but it is rather 
unjustified because those cunning priests are known by him to have moved 
the abode of the gods from earth to the heavens by simply altering the 
determinative sign of the name of the place, and in approximately the same 
way a human being, the mother, was converted into a crown. They also had 
produced the concept of the soul from a word naming a person.  
 

Weaning of the child from its natural mother is regarded desirable but not so 

the second weaning from the divine mother. Thus, as expected, there are 

instances in the texts where weaning appears to be so much welcome as 

unwelcome. 

In the Hittite “Song of Ullikummis” there is an account of the birth of 
Ullikummis, whose father was the father of the gods, Kumarbis. In the context 
preceding the verses cited below the god is purported to copulate with a rock: 
His desire was aroused and he slept with the rock. His manhood 
[flowed] into her; five times he took her, [ . . . ]; ten times he took her . . 
(end of section No 8)  The length of the rock is three double hours and so I 
believe that it is reasonable to assume that the earth was once implied. The 
translator’s remark reads: The rock is imagined as a woman. (Albrecht Goetze, 

ANET, pg. 121) 

 
. . . [ . . . ] stone [moved] stone. [. . . ], they attended her when she gave 
birth [ . . . ] then Rock [ . . . ] forth [ . . . and] Kumarbis’ son [made his] 
appea[rance]. 
The  [ . . . ] women brought him into the world; the Good-women 
and the Moth[er-goddesses lifted the child and ] placed him upon 

Kumarbis’] knees. 
Kumarbis began to fondle his son [and] let him dance up and down.  

…. 
Kumarbis began to say to his soul: What name  [shall I give] him? 
The child which the Good-women and the Mother-goddesses 

presented me. (No.7a and duplicates)   

 

The supposed mother of the child is not mentioned any more. Kumarbis took 
the child and began wondering: “To whom shall I give him, this child?” and 
eventually gave the child to the Irsirra deities. 



In this case the infant is weaned from the Good-women to be reared by some 
deities, and therefore that is a desirable weaning. 
The Irsirra deities placed the young Ullikummis for a while on the knees of the 
god Enlil, who began to speak to his mind: “Who is that child whom the 
Good-women (and) the Mother-goddesses reared?  
 

Enlil, as all archaic gods, was not considered omniscient and yet, although the 
mother of the child was never mentioned, he is presented to know that the 
infant was coming from the ‘Good-women. Obviously all the “sons of gods” 
were produced by the Good-women (or Mother-wombs). 
 
 In “The Telepinus Myth,” which is also a Hittite text, the Good-women are 
included in a meeting of the gods: All gods are now present, (including) the 
[Is]tustayas, the Good-women (and) the Mother-goddesses. (line 30, 

ANET pg.128) 

In a Hittite prayer, entitled “Prayer of Pudu-hepas to the Sun-Goddess of 
Arinna and her Circle”, Queen Pudu-hepas begs the goddess to spare the life 
of her husband, Hattusilis, who is sick: 

 
Grant to me what [I ask]! Grant life to [Hattusilis, thy serv]ant! 
Through [the Good-women] (and) the Mother-goddesses [long (and) 
enduring] years (and) days shall be given to him. (ANET, pg. 393) 
 
The queen prays to the goddess, as the established religion demands, and 
asks her to give life to her husband through the Good-women, as the age-old 
traditions requires. The life-giver is not the goddess but the Good-women. 
They are not midwives, of course, as they appear in the Song of Ullikummis 
above (and in the Tanakh -the Old Testament- too), they are the mothers.  

 
The Coffin Texts, Spell 290 

 
Becoming a weaned child. I have indeed become a weaned child, 

of whom my mother spoke, and of whom record has been made,* 
and mine is the mode of being of every god.  
 

*Raymond Faulkner’s comment reads: We clearly have here an allusion to 

the registration of births.  
He obviously does not take seriously the illustrations where the god Thoth is 
shown into the Hall of Maat (the Hall of Judgment) to keep records of the 
“vindicated ones”. 



                                        

 

In the hall of judgment. Thoth, to the right, standing ready to write down the result, 
watched by Ammit (him who “gulps down” the non-pure ones).     After R.O.Faulkner, “The 

Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead” p. 34                  

 

 
 
Utterance 504 (PT 565) of Pepi I (Meryre) Pyramid  

 
In James Allen translation reads: 

 
504 RECITATION. Pepi is one of transport to the sky there. This Pepi 
has become more permanent than people, this Pepi has appeared to the 
gods. 
This Pepi has appeared with the Sun in his appearance, the third of 
them who are with them: one behind this Pepi, one before; one placing 
water, one placing sand. This Pepi has leaned on your arms, Shu, like 
the Sun’s leaning on your arm. 
This Meryre has found them seated to meet him, the two akhs who 
are this land’s mistresses. Nut has become aroused at meeting 

this Pepi, and the tassels of her slip that is under her dress have 
received him. And now that they have given birth to Pepi, what is bad 
has released him; Selket has given her arms toward this Pepi and 
ferried her breast to the mouth of this Pepi; Great Beard has shaved 
this Pepi’s head and Sothis has washed this Pepi’s arms—at his birth 

this day, gods. 
This Pepi does not know his first mother that he (once) knew: 

Nut is the one who has given birth to this Meryre with Osiris. 



 
Word for word translation 

 
 the two akhs who are this land’s mistresses.  
 

Pyramid of Pepi I 
 
Pyramid of Merenre 
 
Pyramid of Pepi II 
 

Akh means pure and it was a title given to those who survived judgment 
because they were found to be pure ones. 
There were varying degrees of purity (most probably the base for the caste 
system of India) because as you can see above in the Pepi I text the word 

used  lacks determinative sign, the same word in the Merenre text is 

followed by the ideogram for the common woman ( , only the 

hair of the women is shown) and in that of Pepi II the ideogram of the god 

(The Horus falcon on a standard)  is used.   

                                       
         Axty                 nbt               tA             pn 
 Two pure ones    mistresses   of land        this 

 
Nut has become aroused in meeting this Pepi, (Nut is the great 

Goddess of Heaven) 
 

                        
 nwt             iHaa.ti               m            xsf                ppi           pn 
Nut          rejoices              over      meeting          Pepi         this 

 

The term iHaa.ti , or iHa.ti  as per text in the 

Pyramid of Merenre, is rendered joyful by Faulkner and aroused by Allen.    



The ideogram of the human figure with arms raised means joy and so 

does the verb Haaw (without the initial i), rejoice. Most probably Allen takes 

iHaaw to mean rejoice sexually as the root iH bears some sexual connotation. 

Please note the determinative signs in the writing of the words Bull and Cow 
(Mark Vygus’ dictionary). 

  

 
The spellings that follow bear the connotation “sexual partners” which in the 
Funerary texts are used exclusively for human beings, gods or men. 

 

 
In the term iHt, cow, above are added as determinative signs the ideogram 

for the vulva , , that could have been expected, and the ideogram for the 

phallus  which would had been out of place if no sexual connotation 
was meant.    
In any case, joyful or aroused makes not much difference as the rest of the 
passage is quite clear as to the sexual implications. 
 

and the tassels of her slip that is under her dress have received 
him. 

 
Pepi I Pyramid 
  

Merenre Pyramid 
 
Pepi II Pyramid 
 

 

                                             
    Ssp                 n sw                  n pn                    pAqt 
received             him                 in this     finest linen clothing 

 



 
Pepi I 
 

Merenre 
 

Pepi II 

 
 

                      
  nt            maq             =s       nt          Xr               nTstn           =s             
  of    slip/petticoat    her      of       under        dress           hers 

 

In Pepi’s text someone added, quite out of place, , for life and 

authority.” 
 
at his birth this day, gods. 

 

                                 
  mswt               mrra        pw           hrw           pn         nTr(w) 
  birth         of Meryre      is          day            this        gods 

 
Faulkner’s translation reads: It is my rebirth today, you gods;  
It is not about a rebirth, however, it is the day Meryre is born as a god. His 

previous life as a tfn as well as his first mother are forgotten, they are 

regarded as having never existed.  

                                                              
This Pepi does not know his first mother that he (once) knew:  
 

                             
     n           rx          ppy          pn           mwt =f           tpt      
  not       knows      Pepi        this     mother his      first one 
 
 

        
 rx.ti            n =f 
known       to him 



 
Nut is the one who has given birth to this Meryre with Osiris. 

 

                                       
    in         nwt        ms.ti             mryra         pn         Hna          wsir 
indeed      Nut    gave birth   to Meryre      this       with     Osiris    

 
Next passage serves to somehow assert that the unwanted weaning occurs in 
the place where the gods dwell: 
 
Pyramid Texts, Utterance 548 §1344 (Pepi Pyramid, Utt. 495) 
 

Nut shall give her arms toward him. She of long horn and dangling 
breast will suckle this Meryre and not wean him. 
When she has taken him to the sky she will not drop him to the 
earth, but will make this Pepi’s abode in the fore of the Dual 

Shrines. 

 
Word for word translation 

 
 

                                          
   snq        =s    mryra       pn         n             wDH          =s       sw     
suckles   she  Meryre   this       not         weans       she     him 

 
 

                       
   Sdi   =s      n sw        r      pt       n        ptx    =s      sw      ir       tA 
takes  she    him       in  heaven not  drops  she  him      to   earth  
 
 

                    
     iri    =s     imn      ppy      pn           m-xnt                        itrr 
  does  she   make   Pepi    this      foremost   of the gods of Upper          
                                                                        and Lower Egypt *  

        

*Literally of the two rows of Upper and Lower Egypt sanctuaries, 

which are used as collective terms respectively for the gods of Upper and 
Lower Egypt.   

Whoever is promoted to god is said to be made into a xnt anxw 

Foremost of the Livings or At the head of the Livings 



(“Livings” are called the gods)  or xnt Axw  Foremost of the pure 

ones.  
 
 
 
 

 


